
GO WELL
Safety and comfort
anywhere you go

ENJOY THE 
ROAD!



Shell Car Care offers a full range of high-quality products 
for all year-round car care. Our products include substances 
for cleaning windscreen, lights, windows, car interior and 
exterior, car maintenance, accessories, and AdBlue®.

With the highest quality materials, clear and easy to follow 
instructions, all you need is just a few minutes to enjoy driving 
a sparkling clean car.

Shell Car Care - A perfect choice!

SAFETY AND COMFORT
IN YOUR CAR



SCREENWASH COOLANTS/BRAKE FLUIDS

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

GLASS CLEANING MAINTENANCE/FUEL ADDITIVES

ADBLUE®



SCREENWASHES

FOR CLEAR SCREENS 
IN ALL SEASONS



SCREENWASHES

SUMMER SCREENWASH 
High quality summer screenwash for windscreen, headlights, windows and mirrors, that effectively 
and quickly removes traffic film and grime picked up from road surfaces. This special summer formula 
dissolves and removes insect debris, bird droppings and pollen, leaving windscreen clean and free from 
smears. Shell summer screenwash does not damage chrome, lacquer, rubber and plastic parts, and is 
safe for polycarbonate headlights. It leaves a pleasant fragrance and It is suitable for all temperatures 
above 0°C. Methanol Free. 

Available packages:
super concentrate 250 ml /12pcs:                 AS34R  5901060122600
ready to use ‘pouch’ 2L /4pcs:        AS209  5901060012284*
ready to use 4L /4pcs:          AS37A  5901060011560

WINTER SCREENWASH
High quality winter screenwash for windscreens, headlights and windows, that effectively removes traffic dirt, 
grime, oily film and salt. Prevents washer system and jets from freezing and damaging. This formula reduces 
alcohol evaporation and “cold screen effect” i.e. refreezing. It efficiently cleans without streaks and smears, 
therefore, ensures better and safer visibility in difficult winter conditions. Shell winter screenwash does not 
damage chrome, lacquer, rubber & plastic parts and is safe for polycarbonate headlights. Suitable for flat 
nozzles and leaves a pleasant fragrance. Methanol Free. 

Available packages:
concentrate1L /12pcs:  AS11E 5901060010013  protection to - 55°C
concentrate 4L /4pcs:   AS11A 5901060010020    protection to - 55°C
ready to use ‘pouch’ 2L /4pcs:  AS208  5901060010112  protection to - 20°C*
ready to use 4L /4pcs:   AS10A  5901060010105  protection to - 21°C

*To take care of the environment we use 65% less plastic
to produce our pouches. All packages are fully recyclable. 



GLASS CLEANING

LOVE YOUR CAR,  
WHATEVER THE 
WEATHER



GLASS CLEANING

WINDOW DE-ICER
Rapidly and efffectively removes frost 
and ice from car windows and lights. 

It helps to free frozen wiper blades, 
minimizes rubber damage, leaves no 
smear marks and prevents windows 
re-freezing. 

Does not damage rubber, 
polycarbonate and lacquered parts. 

Available package:
0.5L /12pcs:
AT08I     5901060010174

GLASS WIPES
Effectively and quickly remove dirt, 
grease and oily road-film on glass 
surfaces. 
Easy to store in cars for quick 
cleaning whenever needed. 

Available package:
20pcs/6pcs:
AZ056     7041068133630

WINDOW CLEANER
Excellent product for cleaning all glass and mirror 
surfaces in cars and homes. Effectively and quickly 
removes all kinds of dirt, traffic film, fingerprints, and 
film from tobacco smoke. Gives shine and leaves 
no streaks. This unique 2 in1 formula leaves an 
invisible anti-fog layer that improves visibility in humid 
conditions. It does not contain ammonia, Safe for 
headlights. polycarbonate reflectors, and tinted car 
windows. 

Available package:
0.5L /12pcs: 
AC53I     5901060010846

ANTI-FOG
Effectively prevents mist up of 
windows (on internal surface) and 
mirrors in cars and homes. Improves 
visibility, safety and driving comfort. 
Perfect for windows and screens 
in motorcycle helmets. Does not leave 
streaks. Specially recommended 
during autumn and winter. 
Indispensable during rainy weather.

Available package:
130ml/20pcs:
LAO65     5901060002407



INTERIOR CLEANING

WATCH OUT FOR 
THOSE STICKY LITTLE 
FINGERS!



COCKPIT CLEANER
High-quality product for cleaning and maintenance 
of dashboard and car interior elements made from 
vinyl, plastic and rubber. Effectively reinvigorates 
and refreshes original colour of cleaned surfaces. 
Leaves an anti-static / dust repellent finish and fresh 
fragrance. Does not leave smears and greasy marks. 
Recommended for renovation of vinyl suitcases, 
armchairs, sofas etc. 

Available package:
0.5L /12pcs: AC51I  5901060010228

INTERIOR CLEANING

LEATHER CLEANER
All-in-one maintenance product for 
leather and vinyl surfaces. This triple 
action formula cleans spills, protects 
and conditions leather and renews vinyl. 
After usage, Shell Leather Cleaner does 
not leave greasy residue, it dries fast, 
conditions and restores the natural shine. 

Available package:
500 ml/ 6 pcs:
AC58V 7041068136624

TEXTILE CLEANER
Effectively cleans and refreshes all kinds of fabrics in 
car interiors. Suitable for delicate materials including 
Alcantara. This special formula penetrates deep into 
the fibres, effectively removes dirt and stubborn stains 
from fabrics, trim and carpets in cars and homes. 
Refreshes colour and eliminates unpleasant 
odours. Does not contain solvents and the active 
ingredients are biodegradable.

Available package:
0.5L /12pcs:  AC54I  5901060010884

COCKPIT WIPES
Effectively and easily remove dirt 
and refresh the colour of vinyl, plastic 
and rubber components. Leave nice 
refreshing fragrance. Easy to store in 
a car. 

Available package: 
20pcs/6pcs:
AZ054   7041068133623

LEATHER WIPES
Effectively and quickly clean, 
refresh and protect smooth 
leather surfaces. Leaves nice 
new leather fragrance. Easy 
to store in a car.

Available package:
20pcs /6pcs:
AZ058   7041068134163

AIRCON & INTERIOR REFRESHER
Highly effective spray for freshening up 
the interior, air-circulation system and air 
conditioning of motor vehicles. It is ideal for 
dealing with smells such as dog, tobacco 
or mouldy upholstery in older vehicles. 
After use, your car will retain a pleasant 
fresh scent.

Available package:
150 ml/ 6 szt:
AC59T  704106813698 

COCKPIT SPRAY
Effectively cleans and protects the dashboard, 
instrument panels and plastic parts inside the car. 
Removes fingerprints, dirt, stains,and reinvigorates 
the colour of cleaned surfaces. It contains beeswax 
and UV filter. It leaves a silky matt finish and 
pleasant scent. Suitable for smooth and textured 
plastic surfaces. Anti-static properties limit the 
accumulation of dust. Does  not contain silicones. 

Available package:
300ml /6pcs:  AC63F  5901060122587

AIR FRESHENERS
Extremely durable. Refreshing and subtly 
releasing the fragrance for 45 days.

ocean splash
black velvet
new car
vanilla
strawberry
royal tea

PREMIUM AIR FRESHENERS
Made of thermoplastic and non-toxic polymer. 
They contain the best quality ingredients and 
non-alcoholic fragrance oils. Refresh, subtly 
releasing the scent for up to 45 days.

fruit cocktail
green tea
sweet shake 
tonic

AL610
AL61B
AL61C
AL61A
AL65S
AL65A

AL63F
AL63G
AL63S
AL63T

AIR FRESHENERS
Intense colors and pleasant aromas in the 
shape of seashells. Refreshes and releases the 
fragrance for up to 30 days.

vanilla lovers 
fruit coctail
walk on the beach
energy reload

AL53A
AL53B
AL53C
AL53D



EXTERIOR CLEANING

ADD A LITTLE SPARKLE 
WITH OUR SPECIAL 
FORMULAS



EXTERIOR CLEANING

WHEEL CLEANER/RED WHEEL
Cleans effectively and actively, changing the rim 
colour to dark red. Penetrates quickly into hard 
to-reach places, dissolves and removes stubborn 
deposits like brake dust, grease and road grime. 
Thick consistency product with pH-neutral formula 
is acid free, safe and effective. Suitable for all 
types of wheels and covers including alloy ones. 

Available package:

0.5L /12pcs:  AC56K  5901060123362
TYRE SHINE 
Quick and a clean way to make tyres look brand new
thanks to the added gloss enhancers. This easy to use product needs no wiping 
and is ready to use. Faded tyres will have their new look back within minutes and 
application is easy: Spray and go. Shell Tyre Shine is designed for use on all tyres 
and can be used all year round.

Available package: :
400 ml/ 12pcs: AC60T 7041068136617

INSECT REMOVER 
Softens and dissolves even old insect residues, bird droppings pollen, road dirt 
and dust, allowing for easy and quick car cleaning. Product does not damage 
lacquer, chrome, rubber & plastic parts and is completely safe on polycarbonate 
headlamps. Leaves the surface free from smears and greasy 
stains. Can also be used as pre-wash treatment at car wash.

Available package:
0.5L /12pcs:  AC55I  5901060012055

SPEED WAX
Effective and easy to use speed wax with triple action 
waxes provides deep shine and protection for car paintwork. Removes water spots 
and leaves a silky smooth finish with excellent water repelling properties. Creates an 
invisible film, protecting the paint from external factors  and  ideal for regular paint 
care between car washes. Can be applied to all exterior paint finishes and chrome 
parts. Do not use on plastic or head lights. Contains natural carnauba wax. 

Available package:
0.5L /6pcs:  AC33R  5901060122570

WAX SHAMPOO
Highly efficient and concentrated 3-in-1 Wax Shampoo perfectly cleans, shines 
and protects cleaned surfaces. Suitable for all types of paint and metal products, 
glass, plastic and rubber. 
Effectively removes even the most stubborn dirt, insect residue and corrosive 
deposits. Leaves a waxy protective layer and gloss without streak and stains. 

Available package:
0.5L /12pcs:  AC30J  5901060011607



COOLANTS/BRAKE FLUIDS

SMOOTH JOURNEYS 
BEGIN WITH A 
HEALTHY CAR



COOLANTS/BRAKE FLUIDS

ANTIFREEZE PREMIUM, PREMIUM LONGLIFE, ANTI-FREEZE
High-quality engine coolant Premium 774 C (type G11), Premium Longlife 774D-F (type G12 and G12+) 
and Anti-Freeze. Recommended for all types of radiators, especially aluminum ones. Suitable for all 
types of radiators, but specially recommended for aluminum ones. They meet or significantly exceed the 
specifications of most car manufacturers.
Approved by: VAG, MAN, MB, DAF. 

Available packages:
P concentrate1L/12pcs:       PBT72F 5901060010242 4L/4pcs:  PBT72B 5901060010259
P ready to use 1L/12pcs:    PBT74F 5901060010327 4L/4pcs: PBT74B 5901060010334
P Longlife conc. 1L/12pcs:   PBT75F 5901060010280 4L/4pcs:  PBT75B 7041063600519
P Longlife rtu. 1L/12pcs:      PBT78F 5901060122556 4L/4pcs:  PBT78B 5901060122563
AF conc.1L/12pcs:          AT03E   5901060010266 5L/3pcs:  AT03A   5901060010273
AF rtu. 1L/12pcs:              AT01E   5901060010297 5L/3pcs:  AT01A   5901060010303

BRAKE & CLUTCH FLUID DOT-4 ESL  (LV, ESP) / LOW VISCOSITY PERFORMANCE
High-quality technologically advanced brake fluid DOT-4 ESL. Delivers extended system life and low viscosity 
performance, specially suited for ABS, electronic stability ESP & traction control systems TCS, ASR, EBD, BAS. 
Provides excellent corrosion protection. 
Meets or exceeds SAE J1703 and J1704, FMVSS No.116 DOT 3 and DOT 4, and ISO 4925 Class 6.
Minimum Wet Boiling Point = 170°C / 338°F. 

Available packages:
DOT 4 ESL 0.5L /12pcs:    AT59H  5901060010488 min. wet boiling point 170°C
      5L /3pcs:  LAO21 5901060000496 min. wet boiling point 170°C
DOT 4 455g /12pcs:    AT59R 5901060123461 min. wet boiling point 160°C

RELEASED
TO VW
TL 774C

G11

RELEASED
TO VW

TL 774D-F
G12&G12+

MB-Approval 325.3



MAINTENANCE

THE BEST TRIPS
START WITH
A HEALTHY CAR



MAINTENANCE

LOCK SPRAY
Effectively defrosts, lubricates and 
absorbs moisture (3 in 1). Makes 
opening of frozen locks easy. Regular 
use prevents corrosion and locks from 
freezing. 

Available package:
50ml/12pcs:  AT07T  
5901060122594

RUBBER PROTECTION STICK
Easy to use and keeps rubber seals elastic while 
protecting them from cracking and ageing. Designed 
to effectively prevent freezing of seals in windows and 
doors. For all year round use both in cars and homes. 
Shell Rubber Protection leaves a thin layer of grease on 
seal that keeps away moisture. 

Available package:
38g/12pcs:   AC57Z   7041063960019

START GAS 
Helps start engines in cold or damp weather 
conditions. Suitable for gasoline and diesel 
engines. It can also be used to help start 
lawnmowers, pumps, generators etc. Use of Start 
Gas reduces the load on the battery preventing it 
from overheating. 

Available package:
200ml /12pcs:  AT08S  7041068126977

MOTOR FLUSH
Suitable for all types of diesel and gasoline engines. 
Effectively removes slime, residue and sludge from 
internal engine parts. Penetrate quickly into hard-to- 
reach engine places, clears oil channels and washes 
sludge from piston rings. Safe for rubber seals. 

Available package:
480 ml/12pcs:  AC42M  5901060123119

TYRE REPAIR
High-quality product that pumps and seals damaged tyre, with no 
jack or wheel change. Designed as an emergency fix to help with 
continual driving to the workshop without car assistant service. A 
special adaptor to fix tyre quickly and effortlessly. Does not destroy 
tyres. Suitable for use in passenger cars with tubeless tyres*. 
*NO 1 IN THE TESTS

Available package:
400ml /12pcs:   AT61B  7041068124621

MULTI-FUNCTION SPRAY
High-quality product designed for moveable/
non-moveable mechanical electrical parts in 
cars, motorbike & at home. Effectively dissolves 
rust, grease, solid and dense dirts. Lubricates, 
maintains, protects against corrosion and other 
deposits. Removes moisture and does not contain 
silicone. Safe for rubber and metal parts. 

Available package:
200ml/12pcs:  LAO93 5901060123478

ENGINE CLEANER
Penetrates instantly into hard-to-reach places and 
removes stubborn dirts, grease and oil. Works quickly 
and effectively. Also suitable for cleaning tools and 
mechanical parts. Safe for rubber, plastic elements 
and electrical wires. Efficient and easy to use. 

Available package:
0.5L/12pcs:  AT62I  5901060011904

SMART 
STRAW

APPLICATOR



MAINTENANCE

PROFESSIONAL 
SUPPORT
WHEREVER YOU 
NEED IT



MAINTENANCE

BRAKE & CLUTCH CLEANER 
Effective and fast acting cleaning agent 
for the removal of grease, oil, dirt and dust 
from brake and clutch parts. It also cleans 
disc and drum brakes. Suitable for use on 
brake discs, drums, blocks, cylinders and 
calipers. Quick-drying. Does not leave 
residue.

Available package:
0.5L /12pcs:
AT647I 7041068136303

LIQUID GREASE 
Efficient multipurpose adhesive grease for 
use in open mechanical systems. Suitable 
for chain lubrication, open gears, screws 
and cables. Protects against water ingress. 
Provides excellent wear resistance, high 
pressure and centrifugal forces acting in 
heavy-duty mechanisms. 

Available package:
400ml /12pcs:
AT648I 7041068136297

CONTACT SPRAY 
Effectively and quickly cleans 
electrical and electronic 
components such as; 
microswitches, connecting sockets, 
radio devices, tape recorders 
and other electronic components. 
Removes dirt and dissolves oil, 
resin and dirt deposits - leaves no 
residue. Does not cause corrosion. 
Suitable for use in contact points, 
switches with printed circuits, 
batteries/ switches. Improves 
conductivity and prevents failures. 
Quick- drying. 

Available package:
400ml /12pcs:
AT649I 7041068135009

RUST REMOVER
Penetrates instantly and dissolves rust from 
cleaned surfaces. Penetrates corroded 
rusted and frozen parts such as pipe 
connectors, nuts / bolts, valves, hinges, 
locks, zippers, tools, springs, gears, open 
chains and turning points of machines. 
Lubricates and leaves a protective film, 
preventing rust from re-forming. It displaces 
moisture and suitable for most materials. 
Contains molybdenum disulfide, which 
enhances penetrating properties, improves 
lubricity and has a high affinity for metal 
substrates. Suitable for extreme strains. 
Eliminates seizing, slipping and compression 
deformation.

Available package:
400ml /12pcs:
AT650I 7041068136327

SILICON SPRAY
Universal silicon oil with low viscosity in 
spray. Perfectly lubricates, protects and 
preserves. Designed for lubrication of 
all metal and non-metal surfaces such as; 
guides, conveyors, cutting knives and plastic 
elements. Suitable for use in packaging 
forms, also in pharmaceutical, textile 
and food industries.
The convenient form of application allows it 
to be used even in hard-to-reach places. 
Resistant to operating temperatures from  
-30°C to + 150°C.

Available package:
400ml /12pcs:
AT651I 7041068136310



ADBLUE®

ENJOY YOUR TRIP, 
KNOWING YOU ARE 
REDUCING HARMFUL 
NITROGEN OXIDE 
EMISSIONS BY  
UP TO 80%



ADBLUE®

ADBLUE® MEETING THE ISO 22441 REQUIREMENTS

High clarity, non-toxic, odorless, colorless fluid, mixture of urea (32.5%) and water (67.5%). 
AdBlue® reduces the harmful emission of nitrogen oxide (NOx) by up to 80% and helps to meet strict 
emission requirements and standards. Designed for diesel engined vehicles equipped with SCR Technology.
Product meets all the requirements of the ISO 22241-4 norm. It has the license of  VDA (Verband der 
Automobilindustrie). 
The package is equipped with sealed and child-resistant cap to avoid accidental opening and start/stop 
button to ensure precise closing. Product is available in 4.7L, 10L and 20L bottles with funnels, enabling 
convenient and precise tank filling. 
Shell AdBlue® 3.5L has a unique closing system, which prevents the AdBlue® from spilling. 
 
Available packages:
3.5L /4pcs:    BT35U  7041068135481
4.7L /3pcs:    BT47U  7041068134279
10L /1pcs:     BT69U  5901060013007
20L /1pcs:     BT70U  5901060013014
4L pouch /4szt:        BT40P  7041068139045* *This AdBlue®  pouch contains 65% less plastic 

than standard plastic containers of this size. 



ACCESSORIES

READY FOR ALL 
EVENTUALITIES WHEREVER 
YOUR JOURNEY
TAKES YOU



ACCESSORIES

LIGHT BULB
H7 12V/55W
filtr UV, halogen

MO28H   5901060122877

LIGHT BULB
H4 12V/60W/55W
filtr UV, halogen

MO14H    5901060122860

FUEL CAN
The Shell Fuel can is suitable for 
all fuels. Made of high-quality 
plastic & It is easy to pour using 
the filler spout provided. Before 
removing the cap, slightly loosen 
to release vapour pressure. 
Capacity: 5 litres

AX012    7041068123013

TOW ROPE
The Shell Tow Rope is made from high quality 
materials and can tow up to 4 tonnes. Connecting 
is quick and easy using the safety hooks. TIP: 
Waiting for roadside assistance? Wear a Hi-Viz 
vest for your own safety and extra visibility. 

AX015    7041068135894

BOOSTER CABLES
300 cm, 16 mm2. Compliant with DIN 72553-16. They 
are TUV GS certified. Suitable for all batteries. They 
are fully insulated, made of durable plastic clamps and 
flexible cables.Designed for cars with gasoline engines 
up to 2500 cm3 and with diesel engines up to 2000 cm3. 
Maximum amperage: 400A. 

AZ045    5901060122488

UNIVERSAL FUEL CAP
This Universal Fuel Cap is for temporary use 
only and should be replaced at the earliest 
opportunity. 

AX018    7041068135788

CHAMOIS LEATHER 
The Shell natural chamois is made of real
leather. The chamois is very absorbent and 
will absorb many times its own weight of 
water. This  ensures the best results. TIP: To 
preserve the life of the chamois leather, allow 
it to dry fully after each use, preferably air-dry.

Size: 0.14 m²
AZ030  7041068135740

DEMISTER PAD
The Shell Demister Pad is 
ergonomically designed, making it 
easy to use. The microfibre side is 
extra soft and cleans effectively. Use 
the leather side to clean glass.

Dimensions:
5cm x 10cm x15cm
AZ018  5901060012505

CHAMOIS SYNTHETIC
The Shell Synthetic Chamois is extra effective 
due to its unique structure. The chamois is very 
absorbent and will absorb many times its own 
weight of water. This ensures the best results. TIP: To 
preserve the life of the chamois allow it to dry fully 
after each use – preferably air-dry.

Size: 0.14 m2

AZ034  7041068135757

JUMBO SPONGE
The high-quality Shell Sponge lasts for many 
washes. The material is super soft, does not 
scratch paintwork and removes dust easily. The 
sponge has a rough side for tough stains like 
bird droppings and insect debris. TIP: For best 
results use Shell Wax Shampoo.

Dimensions: 7cm x 12cm x 22cm
AZ026  7041068123075



KEMETYL GROUP: SHELL’S GLOBAL STRATEGIC 
CAR CARE PARTNER 
Kemetyl Polska Sp. z o.o., Al. Jerozolimskie 146, 02-305 Warszawa, Polska, Tel. +48 22 822 5390

Sylwia Czop tel. +48 601 317 945 (Poland, Iceland)
Renata Grosiak tel. +48 601 285 726 (Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia)
Boryana Yancheva +359 88 870 9295 (Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Montenegro, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine)
Dmitriy Fomin +7 960 231 88 14 (Russia, Belarus, Kazahstan)

Sweden: 
Kemetyl AB, Rörvägen 7, SE-13650 Jordbro, Sweden, Tel. +46 8 504 10 110

The Netherlands: 
Kemetyl Nederland B.V., Industrieweg 30, 3762 EK Soest, The Netherlands, Tel. :    +31 35 7604 900

Turkey: 
Küçükbakkalköy Mahallesi  
Dereboyu Caddesi No:3/A (R5 Blok) Brandium AVYM Kat:13 Daire:82, Ataşehir Istanbul, Turkey, Tel. +90 (216) 455 16 41-42

United Kingdom: 
Kemetyl UK Ltd., Office 401, Index House, St Georges Lane, Ascot SL5 7ET, United Kingdom, Tel. +44 1344 371048

www.kemetyl.pl/en


